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Background of Yield Factor Loss in Optimized PV Systems 
A well-designed PV system considers the physical orientation of a structure and predominant tracking of the sun to 
construct a string and position the PV panels to generate the maximum amount of power possible. SolarEdge Power 
Optimizers are designed to function as a team within a string. When one or more PV modules experience poor conditions, 
they cannot produce their maximal power. To counter the negative impact of such a module in a string, the Power 
Optimizers dynamically respond to eliminate the negative effect on the entire string. This ongoing balancing act ensures 
that the system provides continuous and optimal performance. 

Identifying Yield Factor Loss in the Designer 
If the PV system production is reduced due to Yield Factor losses, the System Loss Diagram in the Designer Summary and 
Reports tab shows the extent of the Yield Factor loss. 

 
Figure 1: System loss example diagram 

 When hovering the mouse pointer over a loss-header the Designer displays a tooltip that details the possible causes 
of the loss 

 If the Yield factor loss is high, the Designer also displays a notification at the top of the Summary and Reports tab 

 
Figure 2: Yield loss notification 

System Design and Yield Factor 
A well-designed PV System can help avoid or reduce Yield Factor losses that may occur if environmental conditions 
severely affect the amount of light to which the entire string is exposed. 

Yield factor loss occurs under the conditions where:  

 Objects located adjacent to the site create excessive and uneven amounts of shade over parts of a string 

 The PV system uses very short strings in a non-uniform or multi-faceted orientation 
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Yield Factor Loss Due to the Effects of Excessive and Uneven Shading 
If shade falls unevenly on a few PV modules in a string, as indicated in Figure 3, the shaded modules will produce less 
energy than the modules that are not affected by shade. To mitigate the lower power production and the negative effect 
on the rest of the string, the Power Optimizers attached to the unshaded modules increase their output voltage. However, 
if Power Optimizers reach their maximum output voltage, yield factor losses may occur. 

 
Figure 3: Object shading example 

Yield Factor Loss Due to Short Strings in a Multifaceted Orientation 
In designs that have a single string distributed over multifaceted orientations, as illustrated in Figure 4, if one facet is 
exposed to high irradiance for most of the day, while the other facet is exposed to lower irradiance, the modules which are 
exposed to lower irradiance will produce less energy. To mitigate the lower power production and negative effect on the 
rest of the string during these long periods, the Power Optimizers attached to modules which are exposed to high 
irradiance, increase their output voltage. However, if Power Optimizers reach their maximum output voltage, yield factor 
losses may occur. 

 
Figure 4: Multifaceted string distribution example 
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Improving system design to reduce yield factor loss 
To reduce the occurrence of yield factor loss you may change the system design in one of the following ways: 

 Replace Power Optimizers with higher output voltage Power Optimizers. For example, replace the P370 Power 
Optimizer that has a maximum output voltage of 60V with the P505 Power Optimizer that has a maximum output 
voltage of 80V 

 Redesign the module layout to avoid the impact of objects that create excessive amounts of shade 

 Increase the length of the strings where possible 

 Separate the strings according to the modules’ facet. Make sure to meet the minimum string length requirements 

Replacing Power Optimizers in the Designer 

 To replace optimizers used in a string with higher voltage output optimizers: 

1. Open the Electrical Design tab in the Designer and review which strings may fit the cases as listed above. 

2. Select the string or the inverter for which you would like to replace the Power Optimizer. The Power Optimizer 
selection tool appears in the center of the tool bar. 

 
Figure 5: Selecting strings and inverters 

3. From the Power Optimizer dropdown list select the desired Power Optimizer model. 

 
Figure 6: Replacing the Power Optimizer 

4. Open the Designer’s Summary and Reports tab and verify that the Yield Factor Loss is reduced or eliminated. 
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